Cis-acting elements required for strong stop acceptor template selection during Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcription.
Template switching is required during normal retroviral DNA synthesis and is involved in retroviral genetic recombination. The first strong stop template switch during Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcription was studied to examine how template switch acceptor templates are selected. Retroviral vectors with specific alterations in their template switch acceptor regions were constructed, and DNA products templated by these vectors during a single replication cycle were analyzed. The results indicated that maximizing complementarity between the primer strand 3' end and the acceptor template was not the most significant factor in determining a strong stop template switch site. Instead, preferential transfer to the U3/R junction was observed, with as little as one contiguous base-pair of complementarity between the primer terminus and the template strand sufficient to direct template switching to the U3/R junction. These findings suggest that, in contrast to prevailing dogma, a base-pairing-independent mechanism functions in the specific guidance of retroviral strong stop template switch to the U3/R junction. Certain template alterations 3' of the template switch site were at least as disruptive to acceptor template use as was primer-terminal mismatch, suggesting that template structure or primer strand-internal sequences are important determinants of acceptor template selection. We discuss the implications of these findings for the mechanisms of retroviral DNA synthesis and homologous recombination.